ENHANCED SITE PROTECTION

Website Security Platform
Improves Site Performance
Full Daily Site and Database Backups
Virtual Patching & Hardening Engine
Customizable Reports

Web Application Firewall
Continuous Monitoring for Threats
DDoS and Brute Force Protection
and Blocks Malware

PROTECT

DETECT

RESPOND

ESP is a managed security

ESP provides continuous

ESP includes a team of

service from Zimcom that
provides an added layer of
mitigation for your website.
With over 1.1 million web attacks
occurring on the Internet each
day, you can feel safe knowing
Zimcom has you protected.

monitoring for website
uptime, blacklisting, malware
distribution, WHOIS and DNS
availability.
In the event an Indicator of
Compromise (IoC) is detected,
security personnel are alerted
to troubleshoot and take action.
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security experts, available to
respond to exploits and
vulnerabilities that may occur.
Our team of professionals
can help clean infected sites,
block website intrusions and
attack vectors, as well as
analyze the root cause of
a security incident.

Desktop 20.3% Mobile 1.8%
Total: 216,988

Total: 19,464

Bots 77.8%
Total: 830,865

Intelligent design to sense threats and deal with them.
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ENHANCED SITE PROTECTION
Compatible With
Website Security Platform

Responsive Website Security for Business

Cyber criminals are ramping up their attacks against businesses with new
Zero-day vulnerabilities, sophisticated malware, ransomware attacks, and code exploits.
The ESP platform provides your business the website security it needs to stay ahead of
the latest web threats.

Complete End-To -End Website Security for Enterprise Organizations
ESP for business combines features all companies need, with powerful and robust functionality.
Some of the unique features include:

Continuous Monitoring -

Improved Performance -

Our monitoring system alerts you to any potential
issues with your site including downtime, hacks,
vulnerabilities, blacklistings, malware distribution,

and 70% faster page load times with ESP’s
built-in Content Distribution Network (CDN)
and web-caching features.

Compatible With Your Site -

Website Backups -

ESP is platform agnostic, so whether your site was
built in WordPress, Joomla, .NET, or custom code,
we’ve got you protected.

With built-in backup protection, we’ll make sure

cure, and available to you 24/7 in case you ever need
to restore them.

Threat Mitigation -

Simple Deployment -

ESP includes a virtual patching and hardening engine,
allowing for real-time mitigation of threats, including
Zero-days. ESP
before it even reaches your site, ensuring only

No installation required! ESP can be quickly
enabled at the DNS level with a simple A record
switch. Full DNS management is also available at
no additional cost.

View Blocked Attacks
Group
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BNP

Bad bot access denied

CMB

Spam comment or xmlrpc 25.7%

MET

HTTP method not allowed

27.4%

18.3%

DDOS DDOS attempt blocked

16.7%

BAK

4.2%

Backdoor access denied
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